
Bible Study Inventory
Title Author Description

100X - Fresh Ideas for 
Church Growth, Health 
& Vitality

Bob Buford

Bob Buford - Author of Half-Time and founder of Leadership Network - serves over 200,000 leaders every year helpign them to propel 
church growth, multi-site church and church planting movements to new levels. Stories by leaders such as Robert Lewis, Steve Stroope, and 
Dave Ferguson make this a hot resource for training leaders. Now, the 10 principles that have transformed ministries are accessible in this 
video series. DVD

33 the Series - Volume 4 
(A Man & His Work)

Dr. Robert 
Lewis

Work and career play a major role in the life of every man. This volume begins by recongnizing the obstacles and tensions that men can 
experience in their work-lives and then unfolds a process that helps men move beyond the conventional perspective of work that can lead 
to dead ends and frustration. It leads them to a bigger, biblical vision of work that goes back to God's original intentions. Work is too 
important for us to settle. It is essential tounderstand and master God's vision of work for us in order to live work-lives that are full of 
passion and purpose. 6 Sessions

A Woman's Heart - 
God's Dwelling Place

Beth Moore

This is an in-depth study of the tabernacle in the wilderness - the fascinating account of its construction, the significance of its intricate 
design, its pivotal role in God's eternal plan, the grand fulfillment of its purpose by Jesus Christ, and its variety of meanings for a woman's 
walk with God today. As this study guides a woman to a more intimate relationship with God, she will learn more about His will for her 
life, His provision for her, her felllowhsip with Him, and her role as His priest in the world. Finally, she will be challenged tp prepare her 
heart, like the holy of holies, to become a home for His love and glory - a dwelling place for the Most High God. 11 sessions on DVD

AHA Kyle Idleman
Experiencing those "aha!" moments in your spiritual lives. Kyle uses everyday examples and trademark testimonies that draw you into 
Scripture to reveal how there key elements can draw you closer to God and change your lives for good. Small group kit - leader's tutorial 
and 6 episodes on DVD.

Anointed, Transformed, 
Redeemed - a Study of 
David

Beth Moore
Three women explored their lives and the life of David. You will laugh with them, cry with them, and learn to love God with them. Lead 
women in a 6 week in depth Bible study on the life of King David. 3 DVD's

Basic. Prayer Francis Chan
Do our prayers go unanswered because we are praying for the wrong things… or out of a sense of obligation? Is prayer a list of things we 
want or ongoing dialogue about the things God wants? Align yourslef with God's mission and perhaps you'll see Him answer in supernatural 
ways. Personal reflection guide included. 15 minute video DVD

Basic. Who is God? Francis Chan

This is based on the first three films in the BASIC series featuring best-selling author Francis Chan: FEAR GOD, FOLLOW JESUS, HOLY 
SPIRIT. You will explore the weighty topic of the Trinity, distilling the reality of the nature of God into foundational truths. Your group will 
be engaged in challenging, innovative, and accessible discussions on the nature of God and what that knowledge means for those who 
believe in Him. DVD

Becoming A Contagious 
Christian

Mittelberg, 
Strobel & 
Hybels

Helping Christians communicate their faith in a style tht fits them. Imagine everyone in your church…Confidently discussing matters of faith 
with friends. Talking about Jesus in a style that's personal and natural. Living each day with a vision and passion to reach others. It can 
happen! This is designed to equip believers for relational evangelism. It shows ordinary believers how they can share the gospel in natural 
and effective ways while being the person God made them to be. You will learn how to... Build spiritually significant relationships. Direct 
conversations toward matters of faith. Explain biblical truth in everyday language. Tell their own story of coming to faith. Use easy-to-
remember gospel illustrations. Pray with someone to receive Christ, and more. 6 sessions DVD



Beginning Life Together
Walk Through 
The Bible

God never inteded for you to do life alone, but to do life together in community. This introductory group study gives you an overview of 
the five Biblical purposes that God intends for your life. Get ready - you're about to begin a six week journey that will giveyou a tast of the 
life God created you to live!  6 sessions DVD & Guide

Believing God Beth Moore

Do you take God as His Word, believing what He has told us, or do you believe in His existence and the salvation He offers? Based on 
Isaiah 43:10 this study explores what it means to believe God. Through studying the lives of Abraham, Moses, and others from Hebrews 11 
as examples of persons who believed God, Beth encourages women to deepen their own trust in God and receive a fresh word from Him. 
10 sessions DVD

Believing Jesus - A 
Journey Through the 
Book of ACTS

Lisa Harper

Join outside-the-box Bible teacher Lisa Harper in the eight-session video-based study as she retraces the revolutionary steps of the early 
Christians in Acts. Drawing on her theological depth and comedic wit, Lisa reveals that while the early believers didn't have much of a road 
map to follow after Jesus ascended to heaven, the HOldy Spirit catapulted them forward with so much power, grace, and authority that 
they dramatically impacted the world. They were willing to risk everything to follow Christ. Are we willing to do the same? Eight DVD 
sessions 16-24 minutes each.

Children of the Day Beth Moore

Grocery shopping, strolling through a park, or grabbing coffee- you are never without His light. Is family life a challenge? Is work driving 
you crazy? Do you know God has a prupose for your life, but can't figure out what it is? Know that your circumstances are not coincidental 
and God's timeing is impeccable. This is a study through 1 & 2 Thessalonians. In this study, you'll face crises, afflictions, relationships, doubt, 
concerns, and fears. Find encouragement for living the Christian life now and hope for when Christ returns. 9 sessions DVD

Daniel - Lives of 
Integrity, Words of 
Prophesy

Beth Moore

Just as the prophet Daniel faced unbelievable pressure to compromise his faith in a hostile culture and was constantly confronted by 
temptations and threats, today's believers face similar trials. This study falls in two parts and can be used as one or two studies. The first 
portion, from Daniel chapters 1-6, deals with Daniel's life as he faced the kind of pressures and temptations Christians encounter today. 
Daniel models how to develop enduring integrity in an enticing world. The second portion, chapters 7-12, explores thrilling prophecies 
from the time of Daniel though the second coming of Christ. 12 sessions DVD

Death & Resurrection of 
the Messiah

Ray Vander 
Laan

Pack your bags. We're going on a journey. A quest to uncover Scripture and its meaning across history. Filmed on location in Israel and 
throughout the Middle East. You will discover why Jesus turned the world upside down with his compelling call to follow him. Vander Laan 
brings history, culture, and geographhy to illuminate the Gospels. This will take your group on a walk with Jesus through the days of his 
ministry on this earth. The insights you will gain transform your reading of the Gospels and inspire a deeper faith commitment. 8 sessions 
DVD

Faithful, Abundant, 
True - 3 Lives Going 
Deeper Still

Kay Arthur, 
Priscilla 
Shirer, & 
Beth Moore

These ladies will share about the different aspects of the Holy Spirit. They will teach on faithfulness from the book of Hebrews, God's 
abundance from Ephesians 3:20-21, and the imprtance of discernment that we may be able to distinguish between truth and fasehood. 
Six Sessions. Leader's Guide and 3 DVD's 

Family 101 - Back to the 
Basics - God's Blueprint 
for Family Life

Gary & Barb 
Rosberg

This has all that is needed to conduct a series of studies on how the "One Another" principles of the New Testament applies to family life. It 
features Dr. Gary & Barb Rosberg and authors of over a dozen books on relationships. Also featured are the nationally acclaimed "Skit 
Guys", whose humor and insight is guaranteed to keep you laughing. Each session is designed to give us a picture of how to live the "one 
another" principles in the most difficult places: your family. Particpants learn how to love, serve, forgive and encourage each other. 
Workbooks are an essential part of the experience and are gender based. 9 sessions DVD



Forgotten God - 
Reversing Our Tragic 
Neglect of the Holy 
Spirit

Francis Chan

Francis reminds us of the true source of the church's power - the Holy Spirit. Chan contends that we've ignored the Spirit for far too long, 
and that without Him, we operate in our own strength, accomplishing only human-sized results. This offers a compelling invitation to 
understand, embrace, and follow the Holy Spirit's direction in our lives. It is designed to initiate and facilitate discussion, interaction, and 
practical application of the message of Forgotten God . 7 sessions DVD

Glory Days - Living Your 
Promiseland Life Now

Max Lucado

Maybe you're feeing stuck. Caught in a rut. Fighting the same battles and facing the same temptations. Wondering if this is as good as the 
Christian life gets. If so, there's good news. You were made for more. You were made for Glory Days. In God's plan you win more than you 
lose, forgive as quickly as you are offended, and give as abundantly as your receive. You may stumble, but you won't collapse. You may 
struggle, but you'll defy despair. You will enjoy abundant fruit and increasing faith. With God's help you can close the gap between teh 
person you are and the person you want to be. Six DVD sessions of 22-30 minutes each.

gods at war Kyle Idleman

In this seriews, Kyle challenges us with the thought that perhaps all sin springs form the same source - Idolatry. While we may not see many 
"graven images" in our world today, Kyle argues that there are still countless gods passionately at war  for the throne of our heart. If we put 
hte wrong god on the throne, our lives will be thrown into chaos, and all our efforts of managing sin will be futile. Only be recongnizing 
our misplaced worship and by enthroning Jesus can we experience true freedom and life.  Six 20 minutes lessons.

God's Not Dead
Pureflix/ Rice 

Brocks

Based on the movie, this 6 week study will help you be prepared to defend your faith. It will give you a strong foundation of Scripture and 
evidence to stand on that will not only help you stay strong, but allow you to reach friends and family. Movie on DVD is separate. DVD 
with 6 lessons and study guide.

Life & Ministry of the 
Messiah

Ray Vander 
Laan

Pack your bags. We're going on a journey. A quest to uncover Scripture and its meaning across history. Filmed on location in Israel and 
throughout the Middle East. You will discover why Jesus turned the world upside down with his compelling call to follow him. Vander Laan 
brings together history, culture, and geography to illuminate the Gospels. Your group will walk with Jesus through the days of his ministry 
on this earth. The insights you gain will transform your reading of the Gospels and inspire a deeper faith commitment. 8 sessions DVD

Love & Respect
Emerson 
Eggerichs

Crack the communication code between you and your spouse -- and reap the benefits of marriage as God intended! Emerson cites extensive 
research to clarify that harmony in relationships is achieved by building on both parts of the Ephesians 5:33 equation. 5 sessions DVD

Marriage Built to Last Chip Ingram
We all want a healthy, loving marriage, but there are so many real issues that can stand in the way. In these six sessions you will hear 
24 couples share real-life stories abou their honest questions and strugglesa as they seek to build a marriage that waill last a lifetime. 
Leader Guide, 6 DVD's, and 5 Workbooks

Not A Fan Small Group 
Study Kit (Mike's)

Kyle Idleman

Twenty times in the New Testament, Jesus issued a compelling and challenging invitation to Follow Him. He's not interested in mere fans. 
He doesn't want enthusiastic admirers. He wants Completely Committed Followers. This is a one-of-a-kind small group study that examines 
what it means to deny one's self and truly follow Jesus. This unconventional small group experience is a cinematic journey through a series 
of six mini-movies providing a unique perspective to help shape today's believer into a first century Christ-follower. Follow the journey of 
Eric Nelson, a man leading a compartmentalized triple life as a pleasure-seeking rebel, a cutthroat corparate executive, and a nominal 
Christian. When confronted with a near death experience, Eric embarks on a spiritual journey that thansforms his commitment to Jesus 
Christ and tests the faith of his friends and family. 6 sessions DVD



One Month to Live
Kerry & Chris 
Shook

No matter how much this idea makes you squirm, it's a fact. No matter who you are, how young or old, what measure of success you've 
attained, or where you live, mortality remains the great equalizer. With each tick of the clock, a moment of your life is behind you. Even 
asyou read this paragraph, seconds passed that you can never regain. Your days are number, and each one that passes is gone forever. If 
you're like us, you may be tempted to view this reality as harsh and unwelcome, to let it overwhelm and even paralyze you. But that's not 
our purpose in writing this study series - just the opposite. Rather than inhibiting us to play it safe, we're convinced that embracing our time 
on earth as a limited resource has incredible power to liberate us. for most of us, if we knew we only had one month to live, we would live 
our lives differently. We would be more authentic about who we are and more deliberate about how we spend the time we have. But such 
a contrast begs the question: What keeps us from living this way now? Come, take the One Month to Live challenge! 4 Sessions

Phophets & Kings
Ray Vander 
Laan

Filmed on location in Israel, this series brings God's Word to life with astounding relevance. By weaving together the Bible's fascinating 
historical, cultural, religious, and geographical contexts, Vander Laan reveals keen insights into the Scriptures' significance for modern 
believers. These illuminating "faith lessons" afford a new understanding of the Bible that will ground your convictions and transform your 
life. You will gain vital insights from long-ago times and cultures through this innovative approach to Bible study. 6 sessions DVD

Promised Land
Ray Vander 
Laan

Travel to Israel and radically change your understaning of the Scriptures. Wet your feet in the Jordan River and impact the culture with life-
giving water. Show your turst in the Lord's provision by offering up first fruits at Jericho. And cleanse the land by confronting evil and using 
the tools of society to redeem your world for God. 5 Sessions DVD

Sacred Secrets - A Living 
Proof Live Experience

Beth Moore
In a world obsessed with sensationalism, not all hidden things are poisonous and dark. Some secrets are forgiven, some are covered, and 
some are kept between you and God. Explore the power and positives of secrets. Find out what happens when we let God teach us 
"wisdom in the secret heart". 5 sessions DVD

Seeking Him - 
Experiencing the Joy of 
Personal Revival

Nancy Leigh 
DeMoss

A 12 week study for women on revival. For individuals or small groups. Each week includes 5 days of individual study, testimonies of 
changed lives, "Making it Personal" questions, and questions for group discussion.

The Final Road Trip
Pastor Steve 
Christiansen

Have you ever planned a trip unsure of exactly where you were going, how you would get there and what you needed to take? Sound 
ridiculous? Fortunately, God has the Final Road Trip mapped out for us with plenty of exciting details. So pack your bags, buckle up as we 
take a journey with Christ into the future. #1 The Rapture #2 The Judgement Seat of Christ #3 The Great Tribulation #4 The Second Coming     
4 Audio CD's

the Gospel-Centered 
community

Robert H. 
Thune & Will 
Walker

This book is meant to be studied in community, not a personal Bible study. It is communal content that's meant to be learned, processed,a 
nd critiqued within a group. If your group has a fairly gospel-centered culture, this study will deepen it. If you group desperately nees gospel 
reform and renewal, this study will provide a great starting point. This study will deepen your comprehension of the gospel and help you 
move from aspiring toward gospel centered community to actually being a gospel-centered community.

The Grave Robber
Mark 
Batterson

Miracles are happening all around us all the time… Mark Batterson invites you on a remoarkable journey to the Holy Land, to the very 
spots Jesus chose to reveal His power through miraculous signs. Mark shares true stories of modern-day miracles and bring to light the 
countless everyday miracles we take for granted - miracles that point us toward the ONe who healed the sick, calmed the storm, and yes, 
even raised the dead. Miracles are not simply something Jesus did in the past - they're something He want to do NOW, in the present. If 
you long to see God work in miraculous ways in your life, you will love Mark's faith-building, life-giving message. 7 Sessions

The Great Adventure - a 
yearlong curriculum that 
challenges today's men 
to pursue their dreams

Men's 
Faternity

Helps men break free from the bondage of boredom and rediscover the exciting purpose that God has for them. Men will come to 
understand how they are wired and how to move forward with energy and enthusiasm to face the challenges of biblical manhood. 20 
sessions DVD



The Invisible War Chip Ingram

Beneath our tangible landscape lurks an invisible spiritual realm where unseen battles rage. It's real. And it's dangerous. If you're prepared to 
remove the blinders and gaze into the unseen world, Ingram is ready to take you there. Hang on to your seat. It's going to be a journey 
inside the very folds of our Bibles, a journey that will teach us about our greatest foe, Satan, also known as Lucifer, the Dragon, Serpent, and 
Son of the Morning Star. Although this lying theif comes to "steal, kill, and destroy,"God details in His Word the battle plan to uncover 
Satan's cunning deceptions and to resist his sinister schemes. The cosmic conflict exploding all around us will have eternal implications, for us 
to those we love. This series will prepare you to do spiritual battle with the enemy of your soul...and win! You'll learn to clothe yourself 
with God's spiritual armor so you can be confident of certain victory over the scheming enemy. 8 sessions DVD

The Man in the Mirror - 
Solving the Problems 
Men Face

Patrick 
Morley

It has established itself as a cornerstone in men's literaure, thousands of men understand the person who stares back at them from the glass 
each morning and know what to do about his 24 most difficult problems. This powerful book invites men to take a probing look at their 
identities, relationships, finances, time, temperament, and most important, the means to bring about lasting change. If life's demand are 
constantly pressuring you to run faster and jump higher, this book is for you. Rich in anecdotes, thought-provoking questions, biblical 
insights, and featuring focus quesitons in each chapter suitable for personal or group use. Paperback Books

The Passion of the Christ
Film by Mel 
Gibson

A depiction of the last twelve hours in the life of Jesus of Nazareth, on the day of his crucifixion in Jerusalem. Rated R DVD

The Patriarchs - 
Encountering the God of 
Abraham, Isaac, & Jacob

Beth Moore

Come along for a study through Genesis - the Book of Beginnings. Discover God's pursuit of relationship with man, and marvel as His plan 
to bless all people unfolds. Explore the concepts of blessing, covenant, and promise. See how they affect our lives as New Testament 
believers. Get to know the individuals and families God used to birth His redemptive plan. See a perfect and holy God endure in His 
relationship with man at his best - and at his weakest and worst. Full of twists and turns, ruin and redeption, revelation and mystery, this 
indepth study of Genesis 12-50 will keep you captivated by the God who stars in it. 11 sessions DVD

TrueU - Does God Exist? 
#1 set

Focus on the 
Family

Can we prove the exisitence of God, or are we left to grapple in the dark and take blind leaps of faith about what we believe? Everyone 
asks these questions, and maybe you think you have the answers. But can you defend your beliefs when peers and professors are challenging 
your worldview? Dr Stephen Meyer plays a sort of "philosophical survival" game pitting four worldviews against one another in the quest to 
decide which one gives the best answers. He helps you examine the evidence and provides the tools needed to defend your faith and make 
it your own. 10 sessions DVD

TrueU - Is the Bible 
Reliable? - #2 set

Focus on the 
Family

Who is God, and how can we know him? The Bible claims to be the direct revelation of our Creator. So if the biblical record is true, it is a 
primary means by which the God of the universe has revealed Himself to mankind. However, if it can be proved false, then the God of 
whom it speaks is simply one more pretender in the assembly of gods that man has created. Dr. Stephen Moyer challenges you to examine 
the historical and archaeological evidence to determine for yourself the veracity and acccuracy of Scripture. Is the Bible true? You decide. 10 
sessions DVD

War Room
Provident 
Films

War Room is not only a compelling and entertaining story, it truly has the potential to change your life. It's that powerful and that 
important.

When Godly People Do 
Ungodly Things

Beth Moore

We see it reported in the headlines, confessed in the pulpits, and hidden in the pews in churches around the world. The seduction of God's 
people by the deceiver is a tale as old as the garden, but we are always surprised when it happens. We must realize that Satan is a lion on 
the prowl and we are his prey. Beth writes with a passion fueled by the bibilical warning of Satan's seductive activity and the broken-
hearted concern of a teacher who receives countless letters from repentant Christians who are limping along the road to restoration. This is 
a guide to repentance and restoration. DVD



Women in the Bible - 
Examples to Live By

Sylvia Charles

Because God teaches by example, author Sylvia Charles has taken 64 women from God's Word and expertly guides you through the lessons 
of their lives. You learn from their successes and failures, their victories and their defeats, their virtues and shortcomings. Beginning with Eve 
in Genesis, and ending with the Bride of Christ in Revelation, you'll learn about diving order, covenants, meditating on God's Word, spritual 
warfare, prayer, marital relationships, the occult, wisdom, friends and family, revenge, and many other subjects in the lives of God's 
women. You'll learn to conquer life's struggles through greater understanding of God's power in your life. Book/Workbook

Women Mentoring 
Women - Ways to Start, 
Maintain, and Expand a 
Biblical Women's 
Ministry

Vickie Kraft
Years ago, women had extended family and neighbors for guidance and fellowship. But these days, many women feel a void. This book will 
take you step by step through what it takes to begin, maintain and expand a ministry that speaks to the real needs of a woman's heart. 
Leader Book Only
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